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PERFECT IMAGES OF CECH-ANALYTIC SPACES
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(Communicated by Franklin D. Tall)

Abstract. A completely regular Hausdorff space X is Cech-analytic if X is

the result of the Souslin operation applied to the locally compact sets in some

(equivalently, any) compactification. We prove that Cech-analytic spaces are

preserved under general perfect maps, thus settling a question raised by the late

Z. Frolik.

1. Introduction

In 1980 Fremlin [2] introduced the class of Cech-analytic spaces as a com-

mon generalization of the classes of Ä^-analytic spaces and nonseparable ana-

lytic metric spaces "in much the same way that the Cech-complete spaces form
a common generalization of the locally compact Hausdorff spaces and the com-
plete metric spaces". In [2] many of the standard stability properties associated
with a class of "analytic spaces" were established. In particular, the family of

Cech-analytic spaces was shown to be closed to the Souslin operation (hence,

to countable intersections and unions), projections parallel to the space cow of

irrational numbers, and countable products.

Perhaps the most important stability property of separable analytic metric
spaces and AT-analytic spaces is that these are preserved by arbitrary continu-

ous maps. Of course, this fails in the nonseparable case since any space is a

continuous image of a discrete metric space, and something more than continu-
ity is required; see [6]. However, all previous classes of analytic spaces, of the

separable or nonseparable type, are known to be invariant under perfect maps

(i.e., continuous closed maps with compact fibers).

Soon after Fremlin introduced the class of Cech-analytic spaces, Frolik [4]

recognized the importance of determining whether or not Cech-analytic spaces

are preserved by perfect maps. In 1989 Frolik [5] gave an affirmative answer in

the case when the image space is hereditarily paracompact (hence when metriz-

able), extending an earlier result of Fremlin [3] when the image space is heredi-

tarily Lindelöf. The purpose of the present paper is to show that Cech-analytic
spaces are preserved under perfect maps in general.

The paper concludes with a brief section on bi-Cech-analytic spaces, that is,
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spaces X for which there is some compactification X* such that both X and

X*\X are Cech-analytic spaces. As an application of our main result we show

that this concept is absolute in that X and X*\X are Cech-analytic spaces for
any compactification X*.

2. Main Theorem

Recall that if I? is any collection of sets, by a Souslin-(W) set we mean a

set of the form

s= u n**i-
seco"' 7I6(U

corresponding to some (countable) collection {Es\n: s\n £ co", « £ co} c <§\

where s\n = sx, s2, ... , sn and refers to the first « terms of the sequence
s £co0). The set S is also said to be the result of the Souslin operation applied to
%7 . It is well known that a completely regular Hausdorff space X is .K-analytic

if and only if it is a Souslin-^" set in some (equivalently, any) compactification

and that such spaces are necessarily Lindelöf. As is customary, we use 77 to

denote the family of closed sets and & the family of open sets of a given space.

By a 7? n77 set we mean one that is the intersection of a closed set with an open
set, and 77 U & refers to the usual set-theoretic union of the families 1? and

S . Note that if 38 denotes the family of Borel sets for a space X, then each

of the families Souslin-^U,^), Souslin-^ A &), and Souslin-^) coincide,

since each Borel set is Souslin-^ u &) and the class Souslin-(^) is invariant
under the Souslin operation.

A completely regular Hausdorff space X is Cech-analytic if it is a Souslin-

(7F A <f ) set in some compactification. Fremlin [2] has shown that a Cech-

analytic space will be a Souslin-(Borel) set in any completely regular Hausdorff

embedding, and so these are the "absolute Souslin-(Borel) sets" relative to the

class of completely regular Hausdorff spaces.
A key ingredient of the proof of our main theorem is the following property

of compact sets.

Lemma 2.1. Let Ï7 be an open cover of a nonempty compact set K insometopo-

logicalspace X. Then there is W c 27 such that K* = K\\JW is nonempty

and, whenever K* n U # 0 for some U £'27, K* c U.

Proof. Let Q denote the set of all W c 27 such that K\\JW is nonempty,
and note that 0 £ Q. Partially order Q by set inclusion. Let Y be any chain

in Q, and let 'V denote the union of all members of Y. Suppose, if possible,

that K\ (J 'V is empty. By the compactness of K we can find a finite sequence

^ c ■ ■ ■ cfn in r such that the union of the "Vk and hence also 2^ is a cover
of K. But this contradicts the fact that %x belongs to Í2. It follows by Zorn's

Lemma that Q has a maximal element.

Let W be such a maximal element, and let K* = K\ (j W . Suppose K* n

U í 0, for some U £ 27, and that K* <£ U . But then W U {17} belongs to
fi, so U £ W by the maximality of W. But this contradicts the fact that

K* n U ^ 0 . Hence we must have K* c U as required.

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a Cech-analytic space, and suppose f: X -» Y is a

perfect continuous onto map. If Y is completely regular Hausdorff, then Y is

Cech-analytic.
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Proof. Let ßX be the Stone-Cech compactification of X, and let Y* be some

compactification of Y. Since X is a Souslin-(J?~ A &) set in ßX, we have

(i) x= u n^i»nG*i».

where Fs\n is closed and G^,, is open in ßX for each s £cow . Let A denote

all nonempty finite subsets of (jneœ co" , and let

Y = (Ax co)"0.

Our objective is to define closed sets F*. and open sets G*,n in Y*, for each

y\n £ (A x co)n and « £ co, such that

y=urKi«nG>v
yern€«>

As A x co is countable, it will then follow that Y is Cech-analytic.

Given n £ co and y|« £ (A x «)" , suppose

y|/! = (Äi,Si), ... , (Ä«, JB).

For each Rk (k = 1, ... , «) let

(?(£*) = |J{G!{:i€Äfc},

where G¿ corresponds to the open set in the representation (1). Now define

Gy]n = G(Rx)U---UG(R„),

G;ln = Y*\fi^x[X*\(GYlnuGsln)],
71

Fy\" = (1 Fs\m\Gr\n>
771=1

and

Fy\n = fßX\Fy\n\,

where f&x is the Stone-Cech extension of / to ßX. Since f$x is a closed

map from ßX onto T*, it follows that G*^n is an open set and F*. is a closed

set relative to r.

Note that for any y = (Rx, sx), (R2, s2),... € Y we have Fy\X D Fy\2 z> • ■ •
and that

y£G*yln   if and only if   (fi^)~x(y) c GylnUGsln.

Also note that f~x(y) = (fi^x)~x(y) for any y £ Y, since for a perfect map /

we have fißx(ßX\X) cY*\Y [1, p. 239].
Now suppose y £ Y and let us find a y £ Y such that y £ C\n€m F7n n G*,n .

We first apply Lemma 2.1 to the nonempty compact set f~l(y) = (fßx)~l(y)

and the open cover 27 = {Gs\n : s\n £ co", n £ co}. Hence there is a nonempty

compact set K of the form f~x(y)\ \JW ,for some W c 27, such that

(2) tfnG^^^tfc&V

Fix some x £ K and let s be any element of cow such that x £ f)new Fs\nC\Gs\n .

It follows from (2) that f~l(y) is covered by W U {Gs\n} for each « £ co, so

there are finite subsets R„ c co U co2 U • • •  such that

(3) f-x(y)cG(Rn)UGsln,
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where G(Rn) = \J{Gç : £, £ Rn} and G¿ e W for each Ç £ R„ . Put

y = (Rx,sx), (R2,s2),...£Y.

It follows immediately from (3) and our observation above that y £ G7 for

each « £ co. Also, since x £ K c X*\\JW and G(Rn) c\]W for each «,

we have

x£ p\Fs[ni\(G(Rx)xj---xjG(Rn)),
777=1

hence x £ Fy\n and y £ F*^n . It follows that

Y c (J H Fy)„ n G;ln.
yeTneco

Conversely, suppose y £ f]neo} F*¡nnG*yln and that y = (Rx, sx), (R2, s2), ...

£ Y. Since y £ G*. , as noted above we have

(fißx)-l(y)cGylnöGsln

for each « . Also, since {Fy\n} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty compact

sets in ßX, we have

\7i6iD /        n€ûJ «6ai

Since y £ f)n&C0F*,n, there exists some x £ ßX such that

x G o**)-' {y) n p| Fy|n c pi [{Gyln u Gj|n) n Fy|n].
7l€CÜ 716CÜ

Hence, by the definitions of Fy\„ and Gy\„ , for each « £ to we have

X£ (rj|.\Grl»)n(Gíl«uGí|»)>

so x e Plneo, ̂ í|ti n Gs\n C A". It follows that y = f(x) £ Y, and that completes

the proof.

3. Bi-Cech-analytic spaces

A completely regular Hausdorff space is said to be an absolute Borel space if

it is a Borel set in every compactification. To our knowledge, it is not known

if a space that is a Borel set in some compactification is necessarily an absolute

Borel space. Talagrand [8] has given an example of a J77as subset of a compact

Hausdorff space which is not a ^-Borel set in some compactification (the 377-
Borel sets of a space are the smallest collection containing the compact subsets

and closed to countable unions and countable intersections). Here we describe a

cr-algebra of Cech-analytic subsets of a compact Hausdorff space, containing all

Borel sets and having an additional absolute embedding property (see Theorem

3.3).
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Definition 3.1. A completely regular Hausdorff space X is bi-Cech-analytic if

both X and ßX\X are Cech-analytic spaces, where ßX is the Stone-Cech
compactification of X.

Theorem 3.2. For a completely regular Hausdorff space X the following are

equivalent.

(a) X*\X is a Cech-analytic space for some compactification X* of X.

(b) X*\X is a Cech-analytic space for every compactification X* of X.

Proof. It suffices to show that (a) -> (b). Suppose (a) holds, and let /: ßX -*

X* be the continuous extension to ßX of the identity map on X. Since

f(ßX\X) c X*\X [1, p. 239], it follows that ßX\X = f~x(X*\X) and so is
a Souslin-(y A &) set in ßX, since X*\X isa Souslin-^ A &) set in X*.

It follows that ßX\X is a Cech-analytic space.

Now suppose ßX\X is Cech-analytic, and let X* be any compactification

of X. Let /: ßX —> X* be the continuous extension of the identity map on

X. Since f-x(X*\X) = ßX\X, the restriction of / to ßX\X is a perfect

map, and it follows that f(ßX\X) = X*\X is Cech-analytic by Theorem 2.2.

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 and its

proof.

Theorem 3.3. For a completely regular Hausdorff space X the following are

equivalent.

(a) X is bi-Cech-analytic.

(b) X and X*\X are Cech-analytic spaces for some compactification X*

ofiX.
(c) X and X*\X are Cech-analytic spaces for some compactification X*

ofiX.

Furthermore, the perfect image of any bi-Cech-analytic space is again bi-Cech-
analytic.

Note that the collection of all bi-Cech-analytic subsets of any absolute Borel

space X forms a er-algebra containing the Borel subsets of X. For a separable

complete metric space X, the bi-Cech-analytic subsets coincide with the Borel

sets by the classical Lusin first separation theorem. For nonseparable complete

metric spaces the bi-Cech-analytic subsets coincide with the smallest a -algebra

containing the Borel sets and closed also to tr-discrete unions (see [7, Theorem

6.28] for some recent results of this type). This raises the question of whether

the bi-Cech-analytic subsets of a general compact Hausdorff space can be char-

acterized as the smallest d-algebra containing the Borel sets and closed to some

topological union.
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